Associated selectron-neutralino production in the process e − γ →ẽ −χ0 provides a striking supersymmetric signal: events with a single high p ⊥ electron and otherwise only invisible particles. For e − γ collisions obtained at high energy linear colliders through back-scattering of a laser beam, this reaction is shown to be complementary to selectron pair production in the processes e + e − →ẽ +ẽ− and e − e − →ẽ −ẽ− , and to be a probe of heavy selectrons beyond the kinematical limit of pair production. The standard model background from e − γ → e − Z 0 and W − ν is studied and substantially reduced by rapidity and transverse momentum cuts. The minimum required integrated luminosities for observing this supersymmetric signal are given as functions of several model parameters and collider energies. *
Introduction
Supersymmetry is often considered the best motivated and most predictive candidate for new physics at the TeV energy scale. Recently, the attractive features of supersymmetry have again been underlined by the observation that the minimal supersymmetric extension of the standard model is consistent with grand unification and proton stability, provided the symmetry breaking scale is not too high [1] . In contrast, the plain standard model is not. Of course, this only provides a very indirect argument in favour of supersymmetry, but it encourages the search for direct evidence of the existence of supersymmetric partners of the standard model particles at the next generation of high energy colliders.
Strongly interacting supersymmetric particles could be observed at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) and Superconducting Supercollider (SSC), where the existence of squarks and gluinos can be probed up to masses of the order of 1 TeV. In comparison, the potential in discovering sleptons, charginos and neutralinos is quite limited [2] . Ideal machines to search for electroweak superpartners are e + e − colliders. At least in the case of charged particles, massesm < ∼ √ s ee /2 can be directly produced, √ s ee being the e + e − centre of mass energy. Thus, in order to reach the TeV mass range in the electroweak sector as well, one
needs an e + e − linear collider such as the CERN Linear Collider (CLIC) [3] .
However, this does not necessarily mean that e + e − colliders in the energy range, say, √ s ee = 500 − 1000 GeV are not competitive or uninteresting from the point of view of supersymmetry searches. The point is that supersymmetric particles which only have electroweak interactions may well be lighter than the strongly interacting squarks and gluinos. In fact, such a pattern is expected in a minimal supergravity model [4] where the SU (3) c ⊗SU(2) L ⊗U(1) Y gaugino mass parameters M 3 , M 2 and M 1 , respectively, are related to a single gaugino mass parameter m 1/2 by renormalization group equations. Assuming . As a side remark, thet squark plays a special role and may not fit in this pattern. As a consequence, an experimental bound on the selectron mass puts similar constraints on the basic mass parameters of the model as a considerably higher bound on the squark mass, for example. In this sense, searches for sleptons at e + e − colliders in the few hundred GeV range are competitive to squark searches at multi-TeV hadron colliders.
In this paper, we study the prospects for producing and detecting selectrons at linear e + e − colliders in the energy range √ s ee ≈ 500 − 2000 GeV. More specifically, we compare singleẽ − production in e − γ collisions, using Bremsstrahlung photons or back-scattered laser beams, withẽ +ẽ− (ẽ −ẽ− ) pair production in e + e − (e − e − ) collisions provided by the same linear collider.
The Photon Beam
Bremsstrahlung has a rather soft spectrum, given by the familiar equivalent photon function
where α is the fine structure constant and y is the photon energy fraction E γ /E e . Since the energy of the effective e − γ collision is substantially degraded in comparison with the e + e − collision energy, this option is not expected to be an efficient way to produce heavy selectrons [5] .
A more energetic photon beam can be produced by back-scattering a high intensity laser ray on a high energy electron beam [6] . In principle, the entire electron beam can be converted into photons. These photons are then on-shell and their spectrum is hard. The distribution P (y) of the energy fraction y of the electron transferred to a photon, y = E γ /E e , is given by [6] P (y) = 1 The factor N normalizes dy P (y) to 1. The electron and laser beams are taken to be aligned and their respective energies are E e and E laser . In what follows, we assume a 100% conversion efficiency and neglect the angular dispersion of the back-scattered photons.
We also choose to take x = 2(1 + √ 2) ≈ 4.83 , which is the threshold for electron pair creation in reactions of the back-scattered and laser photons [6] . For larger values of x the pair creation process rapidly becomes so important that the conversion efficiency drops considerably. Nevertheless, the effective e − γ energy is now comparable to the e + e − collision energy and, equally important, the e − γ luminosity is high, to wit L eγ ≈ L ee ≈ 10 33 cm −2 s −1 . In the following, results are presented for both types of photon beams.
Signal and Backgrounds
We concentrate on a particularly striking signal: a single high p ⊥ electron. This signal is obtained in minimal supersymmetric extensions of the standard model [4] where the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is the lightest neutralinoχ 0 1 . A selectron-neutralino pairẽ −χ0 1 is produced with the selectron subsequently decaying into an electron-neutralino pair e −χ0 1 . This scenario assumes R-parity to be conserved, so that the LSP is stable and remains unobserved.
One can also consider more complicated scenarios involving the production and cascading decays of neutralinos, charginos, sneutrinos and selectrons. Provided at the end of such a shower we are left with a single electron and only invisible neutrinos and LSPs, such a cascade mechanism yields a similar single electron signal, with a less pronounced p ⊥ though.
Here we limit ourselves to the simplest process of this kind:
Our calculations thus really provide a lower bound on the total cross sections for producing the required signal from supersymmetry at e − γ colliders. In that sense, our results are conservative. The standard model background to the signal arises from the following two reactions:
In this feasibility study we only consider tree level processes in the narrow width approximation. So, theẽ − , Z 0 and W − are produced on shell and are left to decay into respectively
1 ,νν andνe − with the corresponding branching ratios.
The results depend on four supersymmetry parameters [4] :
• the ratio tan θ v = v 2 /v 1 of the Higgs vacuum expectation values;
• the soft supersymmetry breaking mass parameters M 2 and µ associated with the SU (2) L gauginos and higgsinos, respectively (for the U (1) Y gaugino mass parameter M 1 we assume M 1 = M 2 5/3 tan 2 θ w , where θ w is the weak mixing angle, in accordance with the renormalization group evolution from a common value M 1 = M 2 at the GUT scale);
• the mass of the selectron mẽ (for simplicity we assume the supersymmetric partners of the left-and right-handed electrons to have equal masses: mẽ
For arbitrary values of M 2 and µ the gauginos and higgsinos mix to form neutralino and chargino mass eigenstates [4] . Roughly, for |µ| > ∼ M 2 /2 the higgsino admixture to the lightest neutralino is small [7] . This is an essential condition to obtain measurable cross sections for the process under study since the higgsino-electron Yukawa coupling is suppressed by the mass of the electron. In this region of parameter space the dependence [7] . For consistency with the assumption thatχ 0 1 is the LSP we must in this case require M 2 < ∼ 2mẽ . To get a feeling for the boundaries in parameter space which can be probed, the reader may refer to Fig. 6 , where the parameter regions yielding favourable cross sections are clearly displayed.
In what follows we have considered four different scenarios, which are summarized in content of the lightest neutralinoχ 0 1 (we can safely ignore its higgsino (H) admixture, since the eẽH coupling is proportional to the mass of the electron):
where Q = −1 and T 3 = −1/2 are the electrons charge and third component of the weak isospin and θ w is the weak mixing angle. U 11 and U 21 are elements of the unitary matrix which diagonalizes the neutralino mass matrix [4, 7] . They, as well as the masses of the neutralinos, depend in a non-trivial manner on θ v , µ and M 2 .
In the cross section formulas Eqs (3.3)-(3.5) we have neglected the mass of the electron m e everywhere, except in Eq. (3.4) where m e has been kept in the electron propagator of the second diagram of Fig. 1b . Indeed, the u-channel pole is only regularized by the finite mass of the electron. As a result, the electron distribution of the e − γ → e − Z 0 channel is very strongly peaked in the photon direction.
Using Eqs (2.1) and (2.2) we fold all cross sections with the energy distribution P (y)
of the photon beam. The laboratory frame is thus not the centre of mass frame and the centre of mass energy √ s eγ is given by 
Results
In Figs 2 total cross sections are plotted as functions of the selectron mass. We compare theẽ +ẽ− andẽ −ẽ− production rates at e + e − [12] and e − e − [13] colliders 1 with thẽ
1 production at the same colliders operating in the e − γ mode. This is done for scenarios 1-3 summarized in Table 1 and correspondingly three different collider energies: In order to enhance the supersymmetric signal relative to the standard model background, we have chosen to impose the following cuts:
The cut cross sections are displayed in Figs 5 as functions of the selectron mass. This is done for scenarios 1 and 2 of Table 1 and respectively two different collider energies: √ s ee = 500, 1000 GeV. With these two cuts the backgrounds drop by more than one order of magnitude, whereas for selectron masses higher than the beam energy the supersymmetric signal is reduced by about a factor 2. For selectron masses much lower than the beam energy, these cuts also dwarf the supersymmetric signal, but then anyway selectron pair production in e + e − and e − e − collisions is another promising mechanism as is shown in Figs   2 .
The standard model background can be computed with great precision. The accuracy of these calculations can even be checked in the case of the W − channel, by comparing with the e − γ → µ −ν ν signal. In principle, thus, any deviation from these predicted results can be a signal for supersymmetry. Finite statistics, however, preclude too small a supersymmetry signal to emerge from the background statistical fluctuations. Assuming Poisson statistics, to obtain a Rσ confidence level, the number of signal events n SUSY needs to be larger than R times the square root of the number of background events n SM :
The luminosity required to separate the supersymmetric signal from its standard model background is thus
Setting R = 3 (3σ confidence level) we have plotted on the right vertical axis of Figs 5 the minimum required integrated luminosities for having a discovery potential. Also, specializing on a 250 GeV/beam machine we have plotted in Fig. 6 , in the (µ, M 2 )-plane, the contours of minimum required luminosity for extracting the supersymmetric signal from the background. This plot has been produced with tan θ v = 2 and for a selectron with a mass equal to the electron beam energy, so that the selectron cannot be pair produced.
For values of M 2 larger than about 380 GeV (for large absolute values of µ) the studied reaction is kinematically forbidden since mẽ + mχ0 
Conclusions
It appears possible to convert a high energy electron beam into an almost as energetic We are grateful to Witold Kozanecki for sharing his expertise on back-scattered photon beams and to Walter Majerotto for useful advice. The luminosities required for extracting the supersymmetric signal from the background at a 3σ confidence level are shown on the right vertical axis. 
